What’s Really There
Name _______________________________________
Date ________________________________________
1) Write the number of your assigned sections in the chart below under “Site Number.”
2) Place the grid over your map.
3) Describe the cover type in each of the assigned squares using only your map.
What do you think is in that square? Is there anything that you can’t identify?
4) Go to your assigned area.
5) Describe what is actually there. Is there anything present that didn’t show up on the
aerial photo?
Site Number

Description of Aerial photo data
(Explain any questionable items
seen)

Description of Field Check
observations. Explain what is
actually there.
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What’s Really There
Name ______________________________________________________
Date _______________________________________________________
1) Write the number of the area you field checked above the two ovals.
2) Place the grid over your map.
3) Write the number of the area you are looking at where it asks for area number.
4) In the circle on the left, describe the cover type in your assigned square using only
your map. What do you think is in that square? Is there anything that you can’t
identify?
6) Go to your assigned area.
7) Describe what is actually there. Can you identify any of the items that looked you
had trouble with before? Look for things that are the same as the photo and write
those in the center part where the two circles overlap.
8) In the circle on the right, write what you see during the field check that is different
than what you saw on the aerial photo. Is there anything that you can identify now
that you couldn’t using only the photograph?
Area Number_______
Describe what you see using
the aerial photo.

Write what you see that is
the same that is in the photo?

What do you see that is
different than the photo?
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